
THEMES OF LIFE IN WAITING FOR GODOT ENGLISH LITERATURE ESSAY

'Waiting for Godot' and 'The Outsider' have similar themes running through the main vein of the plot, though they are
radically different in style and plot.

Even suicide is not within the reach. All human endeavor is futile due to the collapse of values. Indeed the
alteration between him at the terminal of chapter two, and the terminal of chapter three is slightly absorbing.
Recognizing the social order is an illusion and believing that the world is absurd, they can as in the theatre of
the absurd present bizarre characters in bizarre situations. One foot is apparently swollen and sore, and he
struggles in vain. Things fall apart; the center cannot hold. Rather than viewing this abandonment of reality as
the destination of either play, it should be seen as a method used by both Beckett and Kushner to force the
audience to reconsider their preconceived notions when understanding the deeper emotional subtext of the
plays There is utter confusion and it is seen in the characters inability to complete sentences, repetition of
phrases and words, rhetorical or unanswered questions and their absurd vocabulary. Each of the characters
introduces time and memory in their own way; for example, Vladimir, also known as Didi and Mr. The author
presents this collapse by his characters lack of activity, absurd and meaningless conversations, and their
treatment of time. The major problem of the tramps is to make time pass. They always talk of suicide. Like the
Outsider, the characters are radically different from what we would name normal, because they challenge the
recognized beliefs and fundamental laws. Because of this, his interaction with the universe around him is
limited, his emotions are badly abridged, determinations non-existent, his positions of people entirely
disinterested or casually misguided in their nonsubjective unbias. Some critics find that the play deals with
existentialism. It is in this that we see hope. We witness the suffering that Vladimir and Estragon are put
through each day while they are anxiously waiting for something. The tree which has leaves in the second act
represents the cross. Baseless optimism; positive pretending; false hope; they wait. We can see Lucky as a
representative figure of Christ as his actions in the play carry a sort of criticism of Christianity.


